Expression of receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) on the surface of circulating endothelial cells is upregulated in Kawasaki disease.
The aim of this study was to investigate the expression of receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) on the surface of circulating endothelial cells (CECs) in patients with Kawasaki disease (KD). The positive rate of RAGE on the surface of CECs (CECs-RAGE/CECs) and the fluorescence intensity of RAGE on the surface of CECs (FI-RAGE-CECs) were evaluated in 89 patients with KD in the acute stage (A-KD), subacute stage (SA-KD), or convalescent stage (C-KD). CECs-RAGE/CECs and the FI-RAGE-CECs increased significantly in patients with KD. The CECs-RAGE/CECs was significantly higher in C-KD patients with coronary artery lesions (CALs) than in those without CALs. The FI-RAGE-CECs level was significantly higher in SA-KD and C-KD patients with CALs than in A-KD patients. In SA-KD and C-KD patients, the CECs-RAGE/CECs and FI-RAGE-CECs levels decreased in intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG)-respondent patients but increased progressively in IVIG-resistant patients and were significantly higher in IVIG-resistant patients than in IVIG-respondent patients. The results suggest that the expression levels of RAGE on the surface of CECs are upregulated in KD patients, and that the upregulated expression levels of RAGE on the surface of CECs can be aggravated in SA-KD and C-KD patients with CALs, and also in IVIG-resistant SA-KD and C-KD patients. The RAGE expression on CECs is involved in the pathophysiology of KD.